
53w53 is the most 
architecturally 
significant addition 
to the New York skyline 
in recent years.



A gracefully tapered, 1,050-foot-high tower rising above The Museum 
of Modern Art, 53W53 represents a bold artistic and technical 
achievement by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Jean Nouvel. 

The elegant, redesigned interior spaces of the 145 private residences 
are designed by noted architect Thierry Despont. Complementing 
Nouvel’s innovative design, these homes offer a 21st century vision of 
the gracious urban living for which New York is celebrated.

Despont’s discerning eye has guided every aspect of 53W53’s newly 
tailored interiors. 

Each of the tower’s 145 residences, which range from one-bedroom 
home to duplex penthouses with private elevators, and full- floor 
dwellings, is imbued with the gracious proportions and attention to detail 
evident in all of Despont’s private home commissions.

The architect’s expert touch comprises lighting designs and fully bespoke 
kitchens and bathrooms, as well as elegantly crafted furniture-grade 
mahogany doors with custom designed bronze hardware inspired by the 
tower’s distinctive silhouette. 



Just steps from Fifth Avenue and soaring high above the Museum of Modern Art, a modern, 
elegantly tapering tower is rising. 

Extensive in-house amenities, staff and services elevate the living experience at 53W53 to 
that of a super-luxury hotel.

The building’s 24-hour staffed lobby, designed in an understated palette of oak, marble, 
alabaster, bronze and gold leaf, respectfully interprets the bold geometry
of Nouvel’s architecture. Formal entrances from both 53rd and 54th Streets provide discreet, 
convenient and secure access to and from the building.

The pinnacle of New York living, 53W53 offers a truly modern view. 

Units range in price from $3,645,000 to $42,500,000.
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